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- 249 ARRA Reports have been submitted
- 13 ARRA Reports submitted to Prime Institution (UCLA as a sub)
- 3 remaining with issues

- Due to the high volume, we are not sending individual confirmations of report submission. The information will be available on the recovery.gov website at the beginning of November.
ARRA REPORTING UPDATE

 Lessons we are Learning

- Report submission is based on issue date.
- Watch your logic on the submissions – status of “not started” should not have jobs or expense.
- Careful when you cut and paste the award and project descriptions – sometimes this is creating symbols.
- Make sure you complete the process by clicking the “submit to EFM” button we got a few that had updated status but not submitted.
THANK YOU!

- Great response from the campus – on 9/30/2009 we had over 90% submission!
- For the ones that came in and were set up after 9/30 campus units responded and submitted the reports quickly.